
In Memoriam

Frederick J. Almgren Jr., 1933–1997

Fred Almgren was one of the founding editors ofExperimental Mathematics. He remained an activeeditor until mid-1996, when he was found to havemyelodysplasia, a form of bone marrow cancer.Subsequently, Fred underwent a risky but poten-tially e�ective treatment at Brigham and Women'sHospital in Boston: his old marrow cells were de-stroyed, and he received a marrow cell transplant.
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He was released after about a month and re-turned home to Princeton, and for several moreweeks gained health and strength rapidly. He ap-peared to be on the road to a remarkable recovery,gradually resuming many of his normal activities,such as taking long walks with his wife Jean. InJanuary, however, he developed pneumonia, andwas hospitalized again. Complications ensued, andhe died on February 5, 1997.I �rst met Fred in 1966, at the InternationalCongress of Mathematicians in Moscow. I gavea splinter talk in which the result happened to besomething that Leslie Federer had already proved,but I didn't know this. Fred sat silently throughthe talk, only revealing the bad news to me whenwe were alone.Fred was a great believer in the value of usingcomputers to support progress in pure math. Heand I worked together with Al Marden as partof the Geometry Supercomputer Project in Min-neapolis, which later developed into the GeometryCenter (see page 11). He was a strong contributorto the considerable successes of the Center. For ex-ample, it was his support that led to Ken Brakke'simportant Evolver software.Experimental Mathematics, the journal, has lostan important editor; experimental mathematics,the subject, has lost an important practitioner. Wewill miss him for his enthusiasm and for his dedi-cation, and as a tribute to him we have included inthis issue reminiscences and memorial statementsthat we believe will be of interest to our readers.{ David Epstein, Chief Editorc A K Peters, Ltd.1058-6458/1997 $0.50 per page
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Doing Math with Fred

Elliott H. LiebFred's passing leaves a big gap and I am gratefulfor the opportunity to share some of my thoughtsabout him and personal feelings. He had a hugeimpact on my professional life, as he did on thelives of many mathematicians, and I would like tosay a few words about its origins and meaning.Before his untimely passing, Fred was surely oneof the leading geometers in the world and a central�gure in the discipline of geometric measure the-ory. The modern era of this �eld is perhaps someforty years old and Fred and his many studentsand co-workers solved some long-standing prob-lems in geometry and the calculus of variations,and opened new directions for the future of bothsubjects. One example of his many contributionsis that he enlarged the notion of surface to ones ofpossibly in�nite complexity in order to attack thetwo-centuries-old classical problem of surfaces thatminimize area.As I am far from being the most quali�ed personto speak of Fred's mathematical accomplishments,I hope I will be forgiven for focussing instead onour own interaction and the what it meant to bothof us. This is the account and testimony of justone person who cherished his friendship.Oddly, although I had been in Princeton since1974 (and Fred since 1962) we passed few wordsbefore about 1983. I cannot remember the exacttime or what it was that ordained this meeting, butafter that it was as though we had been colleaguesfrom the beginning of time.What was strange, or perhaps it is better tosay noteworthy, about this was the rather large di-vergence in our backgrounds|in more ways thanone. We came from opposite sides of the politi-cal spectrum, opposite sides of the country (Fredoriginated in Alabama, I in Boston), di�erent back-grounds, di�erent attitudes to the military and au-thority (Fred was a navy pilot who used to land

planes on aircraft carriers, while my only direct in-volvement with the military consisted of an abortedROTC experience), and di�erent attitudes towardscomputers (Fred, despite his conservative politicalviews, was one of the early revolutionaries, whileI held on to my pencil until the last, but �nallysuccumbed to the new wave under Fred's patientinuence and guidance).Most striking, however, was our apolar scienti�cbackground. Fred came from one of the most rigor-ous of mathematical traditions, Federer's geomet-ric measure theory, while I originated from a theo-retical physics tradition in which rigorous thinkingwas considered to be cerebral calci�cation. Overthe years I had managed to shake o� this unen-lightened view and become a mathematician, butI could not, and never will, come up to Fred's levelof precision of thought. It was truly impressiveand it is hard to parallel, even among mathemati-cians. The slightest ambiguity or un�nished looseend would set his mind in action, and it wouldnot stop until he had put the whole business in afull-edged logical framework from which it couldbe con�dently viewed. The ultimate in this direc-tion was a paper of one thousand seven hundredand twenty pages that Fred wrote, and never pub-lished, but which circulated in samizdat among allworkers in geometric measure theory and beyond,and is legendary for the depth of the problems itanalyzes.We collaborated on two major projects: singu-larities in liquid crystals and continuity of symmet-ric decreasing rearrangement. They ended up tak-ing several years each and left substantial markson our careers and perceptions of mathematics.A mathematics lecture is not my aim here, but Iwould like to say that there was a resonance be-tween us that I have seldom enjoyed otherwise,and the same must have been true on Fred's side



In Memoriam Frederick J. Almgren Jr., 1933–1997 3because it turns out, somewhat unexpectedly, thatI was his major collaborator, by far, in the mathdepartment, in terms of number of papers, at least.Indeed, one of the features of Fred's work, thattends to mark it apart in our times, is the fact thatmuch of it was written solo. In both cases, I cameto Fred with some questions and the intuition thathe would know how to lead us to a solution. Inboth cases we started out thinking we knew whatthe answer was, assuming that there is justice inthe universe; in both cases Fred took the sketchof a proof we had and started asking embarrassingquestions about some of the little cracks that even-tually turned out to be fault lines. Not only that,he was able to use our errors to turn matters up-side down and �nd out what the true answer oughtto be. It was then a matter of verifying Fred's un-canny intuition|a major task in its own right.

Fred contributed in many ways to the mathemat-ical environment in Princeton. Our collaborationwas only one part of it. Another was the depart-mental computer network which he helped createand certainly nurtured and to which he devotedlarge pieces of his time and energy. We have bene-�ted hugely from this stable, convenient, accessiblesystem that, as much as anything, has changed ourlives in the last ten years or so.We all have reasons to miss Fred; he profoundlyenriched the �eld of mathematics as well as thecareers of the many mathematicians whose trajec-tories, like mine, intersected his.Elliott Lieb is Professor of Mathematics and Physicsat Princeton University. He delivered the preceding re-marks at the Memorial Service for Fred Almgren heldat the Princeton University Chapel on March 15, 1997.
Joy in Everything

Jean TaylorFred found joy in everything. He used every possi-ble excuse for celebrations: birthdays of course, butalso especially fast times in jogging, good grades ofhis children, a paper of his or mine being acceptedfor publication, or even a paper just �nished. Assomeone noted in a letter to me, he even found joyin his medical condition. For example, he wantedto see what the doctor saw when doing a bron-choscopy, where a tiny TV camera is inserted intothe lung's bronchial tubes using �ber optics. Soafter the signi�cant part of his bronchoscopy wasdone in Princeton, I was called in to join him andwe watched the camera poke around and then bewithdrawn. I've seen the inside of his lungs, andwatched his vocal chords operate!The drawer by his side of the bed is that of asix-year-old kid, not a 63-year-old man. Amongits contents are a gyroscope, two magnets, fourcolored balls from Cheerios boxes, two magnifying

glasses, a �shing lure, a Star Trek communicatorbutton, and �ve pretty rocks.Many people did not know that he was a jet�ghter pilot in the Navy, or a championship polevaulter while an undergrad at Princeton. He de-lighted to tell his graduate students stories abouthis ying days, including how he once ew his planethrough the top of a tree and had a piece of woodin a wing when he landed. He joined the NavyResearch Reserve after �nishing his three years ofactive duty, and stayed in it for seventeen years.And we bought really good wine, which we called\Navy wine," with his Navy pension.When I married him, he didn't know anythingabout cooking; his idea of a meal was to reheatcanned spaghetti. But he took a number of cook-ing classes at the Princeton Adult School, and be-came a very good cook, as those who have eatenhis baked stu�ed salmon, bouillabaisse, or pasta



4 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1know. He used to tell me that he asked the dumbquestions in the cooking class, and he was the onlyone to have the nerve to try to ip pancakes (hewondered if one of his was still behind a stove inthe high school. . . )We also took a couple of classes together, includ-ing a massage class at the YWCA. Fred's story (ashe used to say, \that's my story and I'm stickingwith it") was that when he went to sign us up, thewoman taking registrations said there was only onespot left, so he said, \that's OK, I just love run-ning my hands over women's bodies". The womanpromptly signed up the two of us.Fred loved adventures, and we had a lot of them:scuba diving in Bermuda, the Caribbean, and theGreat Barrier Reef; going on a camping safari inTanzania; sailing the Spirit of Massachusetts tomany winnings of the Mayor's Cup in the Glouces-ter Schooner Race; hiking in the mountains (andclimbing up a few), kayaking|we did a lot. Wewere just waiting for another year to elapse afterhis bone marrow transplant so we could go trekkingin the Himalayas.
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Jean and Fred at his 25th reunion, in Princeton.

But mostly he loved his family and doing mathe-matics. His idea of how to spend any day, weekendsincluded, was to do mathematics most of the day,go jogging, and then have a good dinner at homewith \an interesting bottle of wine." As often asnot, mathematics was the subject of the dinner ta-ble conversation, which is perhaps one reason whyall three of his children are interested in mathe-matics. He was very patient, and stubborn; he gotour daughter Karen to walk all the way up MountRalston when she was �ve, and my mother to doso when she was 67, telling stories all the way.Fred had his bone marrow transplant in Bostonin October, and on November 8 I drove him backto Princeton. Between then and the time when hereentered the hospital in January, he had to limitstrictly his contact with the outside world, and Ispent nearly all day with him at home. He wasvery tired and was in bed a lot. But it was anextraordinary thing for us to be able to drop alloutside commitments and just spend time togetherdoing nothing but talking. We became very close.Fred had many letters and cards while he was inthe hospital in October, and he appreciated themall. It moved him very much to see that otherpeople cared. He never managed to tackle thankingpeople individually, partly because the task seemedso daunting, but know that it meant a great dealto him.So if he had to die, this was the way to do it; itgave us friends and family a chance to tell him howmuch he meant to us, and for him to tell us howmuch we meant to him. I just don't know why hehad to die. But since it eventually happens to allof us, if you are sitting next to someone you love orappreciate very much, and you haven't told themthat lately, I would like to close by recommendingthat you turn to them and tell them so.Jean Taylor was Almgren's wife, his co-author oneight papers, and before that his �rst Ph.D. student.She is a Professor of Mathematics at Rutgers University(taylor@math.rutgers.edu). She delivered the precedingremarks at the Princeton Memorial Service.
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Integrate by Parts, and Other Fatherly Wisdom

Robert AlmgrenIf I could give you just one phrase to tell you whatmy father was like, I would tell you that his mottowas \play to win". That was what he said last fallas he decided to undergo the transplant.He didn't have to do it: with supportive care hecould have lived with the disease for another sixmonths or a year, which the doctors said wouldbe \quality time". But, once he found out aboutthis risky intensive treatment, which o�ered thepossibility of a complete permanent cure, there wasno question what he would do.He needed all of his courage to walk into the hos-pital and start the process, but his con�dence in hischoice, and his enthusiasm for this new adventure,never left him. From his bed in the intensive careunit, he kept right on inspiring everyone aroundhim. His nurse said that the one word she woulduse to describe him, throughout the whole proce-dure, was \delightful". When he �nally left thehospital, he left as big a hole there as he does forall of us here.
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At the hospital, October 1996.

A lot of fathers give life advice to their sons. Myfather used to tell me: \Son, when you're in doubt,when you don't know which way to turn or whatto do, I want you to remember two things. First,draw a picture. Second, integrate by parts." Thosetwo pieces of wisdom have helped me get througha lot of tough situations.He was also known to say, at least once, \I don'tput any pressure on my son to follow me in mywork. He can do anything he wants to. He can bean algebraist, a topologist, a geometer. . . "But the funny part is that he actually did not putpressure on his kids to follow him. He would havesupported whatever we did. Even so, two of us areworking in mathematics, and the third is studyingit with great success and evident enthusiasm. Thereason is that it was obvious to all of us how muchjoy our father took in his work. If not, he wouldn'thave been doing it.His rule for success in life was to put all your eggsin one basket, and watch that basket. In life, asin mathematics, he had a fantastic ability to focuson what was really important. He didn't wasteany energy on things he didn't care about. Butfor things he did care about, he had a tremendousjoyful intensity that came across immediately toeveryone who met him.A lot of times I would talk to him about decisionsI was making. Often, I would describe everythingI thought I needed to do, and all the constraints Iwas under, and eventually I would get around tosaying, \Well, I know it's an absurd idea, but if Ireally had the choice, what I would want to do issuch-and-such." He would say, \Well, it sounds tome like that's exactly what you ought to do." Andit sounded so obvious once he said it.Somehow, in talking to him you felt that hewouldn't accept anything less than you doing whatyou really wanted, and what you thought was really



6 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1important. His principle was to take responsibilityfor the choices you make in your life, and not tomake excuses for doing anything you didn't wantto do.He used to say, \Anything that's worth doingis worth doing badly." It took me a long time to�gure out what he meant, but I think it was simplythat you shouldn't be afraid of doing what youwant to do, regardless of how you compare withanyone else.He had his own theories about raising children.He thought that kids should be born in the spring,so that the �rst few months of their life would bespent outdoors in summer weather. For one thing,they would see the world as a warm and welcomingplace, and they would have a sunny outlook on life.Also, you would save money since your childrenwould need fewer clothes while growing fastest.

Another one of his theories was that you shoulddeliberately teach your children to appreciate the�ner things in life, so that when they grew up theywould be motivated to be successful. But I thinkthat that may have been just one more excuse forhim to open up a bottle of good champagne, whichhe liked to do fairly frequently.Certainly, he was not shy about enjoying all the�ne things that life has to o�er. I don't know any-one else who as consistently played to win: he en-joyed everything he did, and did everything he en-joyed. I hope that all of us here today can joinin recognizing the great good fortune that we haveshared in knowing such a man.Rob Almgren, Fred's eldest child, is an Assistant Pro-fessor of Mathematics at the University of Chicago(almgren@math.uchicago.edu). He delivered the preced-ing remarks at the Princeton Memorial Service.
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Left: Fred and his two older children, Rob and Ann, on Disappointment Peak in the Grand Tetons, in the mid1970's. Ann is also a mathematician; she works on computational uid dynamics at the Lawrence BerkeleyLaboratory. A few years ago Ann and Fred were both members of the School of Mathematics at the Institutefor Advanced Study, the �rst father-daughter pair of members as far as anyone knew. Right: with youngestdaughter Karen, newly graduated from high school, in June 1996.
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Remarks from a Fellow Experimental Mathematics Editor

Robert Kusner, University of Massachusetts, AmherstI �rst met Fred Almgren during the 1984 summerworkshop on Geometric Measure Theory in Arcata,CA, when I was a Berkeley graduate student. Abit earlier I had read some of Fred's seminal paperson the regularity of area-minimizing hypersurfacesand on the homotopy types of cycle spaces. Bothexperiences left me deeply impressed and some-what intimidated! Thus, a few years later, whileI was on a job-hunting tour, it came as a verypleasant surprise to be invited to visit Fred at hisPrinceton o�ce, on one of the highest oors of FineHall.Fred had me explain some of my calculationson noncompact bubbles and triply periodic foamstructures, while he asked questions and two of hisstudents observed. In hindsight, I have reinter-preted this chat as perhaps a mere prelude to mymathematical initiation: heading to the top oorof Fine for a spectacular late-winter view of thePrinceton environs and for some liquid refreshmentfrom Fred's \private reserve"!Soon the four of us were speculating on such in-triguing questions as the height of nearby struc-tures. After a few moments trying to decide if the

Graduate College tower a mile or two away washigher than Fine Hall, it was Fred who o�ered thefollowing Comparison Theorem:If it is higher than the horizon, it is higherthan we are.The proof was left for us to ponder, but all earlierspeculations were settled de�nitively as easy corol-laries! (And indeed the top of the Graduate Col-lege tower is higher than Fine Hall.) A little later,I turned to Fred and, recognizing this was a use-ful theorem for folks who y, asked him whether hehad ever had been a pilot: he modestly replied yes,and we turned to other topics. Only many yearslater did I learn that Fred had own jet �ghters!During the past decade I have gotten to knowFred and his family better, as colleagues and asfriends. We had hoped to renew our friendship, aswell as work on a few projects together, while I wasvisiting the Institute for Advanced Study this year.Alas. Yet, added to the deep sadness I feel uponFred's passing, I can't help but think he was an ex-tremely brave man, always teaching us somethingimportant, right up to the very end.
We can best remember Fred by trying to emulate his

gentleness while also looking for the next challenging problem

to solve.

The most pleasant memory I can carry forth of him is of a

gentle man jogging down past my house and stopping his jog

to have a discussion about what data structures he might use

in the program he was going to write next.

— David Dobkin

Professor of Computer Science, Princeton University

Cofounder of the Geometry Center
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On Being a Student of Almgren’s

Frank MorganWhen I �rst met with Prof. Almgren (as he wascalled by his students back then) to discuss theprospect of working with him, he suggested twothesis topics and proceeded to sketch out a sched-ule for my �nishing by the end of my third year.Finishing in three years was an old Princeton mathdepartment policy that he alone still tried to im-plement. At that very �rst meeting he gave medates by which I should decide on my topic, haveconjectures and ideas for proofs, have sketched outthe proofs, have a �rst draft of my thesis|rightup to the date for my thesis defense. I loved this.I like being very organized. And every graduatestudent worries about never �nishing, about a the-sis that drags on forever: this schedule provided ahope and vision of �nishing promptly.Almgren clearly preferred one of the two thesistopics, but I chose the other: developing a practi-cal structure theory for unrecti�able sets (Almgrenhad been one of the �rst mathematicians to appre-ciate Mandelbrot's fractals). Over the next fewmonths, in a way still mysterious to me, my cho-sen topic evolved into his favorite topic: puttinga measure on the space of curves in R3 and prov-ing that almost every curve bounds a unique area-minimizing surface.My �rst assignment had been to understand Fed-erer's structure theory for recti�able sets. I remem-ber getting up very early every morning of that�rst Christmas vacation to spend hours pouringover those little balls and cylinders and X shapes.Later I discovered that every reasonable conjectureseemed to have already been proved by Marstrand.So I guess it was not too long until I was ready toswitch to trying to put a measure on the space ofcurves.My �rst \great discovery" was a measure on allcompact subsets of the unit cube, with total mea-sure e. In time I had computed that the measure ofthe set of singletons was 1, of doubletons was 1=2!,Continued on next page, left column

John SullivanIn the late 1970s, I was in the public schools inPrinceton with Fred Almgren's children, Rob andAnn. I �rst met Fred and his wife Jean Taylor onespring at Rob's birthday party. I remember beingimpressed that they were all going o� to Australiafor the summer|maybe this was one of my �rsthints of some of the attractions of academic life.In retrospect, it was, as well, my �rst glimpse ofFred's zest for making the most of life.When I returned to Princeton for grad school, Ithought I might work on Riemann Surfaces. ButAlmgren's fascinating introductory course on Geo-metric Measure Theory, and also the possibility ofdoing mathematical work on computers, soon ledme to work with him. As one of the founders of theGeometry Supercomputer Project (and later theGeometry Center) in Minneapolis, Fred was oneof the �rst mathematicians to recognize the valueof computers, and especially computer graphics, insolving geometric problems in pure mathematics.His mathematical work was always characterizedby his willingness to learn new techniques. Hewould master and use whatever tools it took tosolve a problem. So it was natural that when hefound some problems amenable to computer explo-ration, he would embrace this approach.Before I was even ready to pick an advisor or athesis topic, Fred had me writing code for Voronoidiagrams in three dimensions. For several summershe brought a \Minimal Surface Team" (includingJean, Ken Brakke, and me as well as other stu-dents) to Minneapolis. There we worked on suchsoftware to study problems about soap �lms andrelated geometries.Fred was trying to rekindle mathematical inter-est in Kelvin's problem of partitioning space intoequal-volume cells with the least possible interfacearea. He hoped our programs, including Ken'sEvolver, would help us discover a counter-exampleto Kelvin's conjectured solution. Although we wereContinued on next page, right column



In Memoriam Frederick J. Almgren Jr., 1933–1997 9of tripletons was 1=3!, etc., and I was pinning myhopes on the remaining measure of 1. It turned outthat the collection of sets with zero elements hadmeasure 1, and so the set of curves had measure 0,alas. Almgren remained hopeful and encouraging.I �nally found a good measure, a kind of general-ization of Brownian motion to smooth curves.In his geometric measure theory class, Almgrensometimes would teach from dry, technical, yel-lowed notes like Federer's text. Just when it wasbecoming unbearable, he would put the notes downand speak extemporaneously of the beautiful un-derlying geometric ideas. Every such minute wasa lesson of a lifetime. It could be just an insightinto a technical proof, such as why an approxi-mately di�erentiable Lipschitz function must bedi�erentiable: since the function is Lipschitz, theshrinking bases of the protruding peaks force theirheights to diminish rapidly. It could be a glimpseinto the origin and purpose of the subject, per-haps the question or counterexample that startedit all. It could be a sharing of his struggles toprove the momentous regularity theorem for area-minimizing surfaces in general dimension and codi-mension. Whatever it was, it was an invaluableinspiration and education.Almgren had us take turns teaching early topics.I remember his generous appreciation of my pre-sentation of the Deformation Theorem|especiallyof my illustration, which survives as Figure 5.1.1ofGeometric Measure Theory: A Beginner's Guide.Some great mathematicans seem to work by in-comprehensible brilliant leaps and insights, but inAlmgren I found a comprehensible de�nition of in-telligence: facing a question head on and faithfullypersisting in overcoming every obstacle. His the-ory of soap �lms, for example, unlike the earlier,more convenient classical theory of minimal sur-faces, faithfully modeled physical reality, with allof its daunting complexities. He would not com-promise, and he would not give up.I cannot imagine a more attentive and encourag-ing advisor. He was always available, always opti-mistic, always appreciative of any progress (\Well,Continued on next page, left column

never successful in this search, �ve years later De-nis Weaire and Robert Phelan made an ingeniousdiscovery of a new and better partition, vindicat-ing Fred's view that Kelvin could be beaten (andeven making use of our software).Those summer visits to Minneapolis gave me andthe other graduate students more chance to social-ize informally with Fred and Jean. I rememberin particular one day when we had gone to one ofthe lakes to swim, and discovered someone o�eringfree windsur�ng trials. To my surprise, Fred andJean were accomplished windsurfers. They triedto teach me too, but the winds were a bit strongfor a novice.When Fred invited a seminar speaker to Prince-ton, he would host a dinner party afterwards, andall his students were invited. Fred was in charge ofthe meal, but was a master at delegating tasks thatothers could handle. By watching and helping,I learned to cook spaghetti carbonara and otherpasta dishes. Under his guidance, the food alwaysturned out well.Knowing that some visitors might be reluctantto divulge all their current mathematical projects,Fred always hoped they might relax a bit moreafter a couple of glasses of good wine. Lively dis-cussions in good company were the usual result.When I started working on my thesis projectwith Almgren, he said, \If I knew how to solvethis problem, I'd tell you". He came up with manygood suggestions along the way, but he would nothave suggested a problem that he knew how to �n-ish o�. He gave me his best advice, and then leftme alone to work things out. Towards the end,however, his help was essential to �nish the lastmissing lemma.Fred's lectures and classes were always full ofwonderful geometric insights and pictures. But hiswriting was often in the drier style that he musthave learned from Federer. My own writing styletends to be much more informal: I write in a freestyle, and then have to remind myself to go back inand mark o� the de�nitions, theorems and proofsfor the reader's convenience. After I turned inContinued on next page, right column



10 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1you have been working.") One time I mentionedan idea for an example of a curve in R4 bound-ing a continuum of area-minimizing surfaces. Hisexcitement surprised me: \You've made my day."So I wrote it up, in what I thought was the moste�cient way possible, in a horribly convoluted ar-gument, and gave him my draft. A short whilelater I ran into him in the hall, and he invitedme to sit down with him on a bench for ten min-utes. In those ten minutes I learned about as muchabout writing papers as in the rest of my life. Heasked me to imagine Federer, receiving the paper,and the response I should strive to evoke: \Whatan interesting theorem! How could he prove that?Let's look at the �rst lemma. I'll grant him that.Lemma 2? Given Lemma 1, I'll grant him that."And so on, until he believes the whole theorem.At the beginning of my thesis work, Almgrenwas willing to serve as a geometric measure the-ory oracle, telling me what to concentrate on andadvising on other concerns to \worry about thatlater." Then one time he challenged me on one ofthose latter concerns, and I responded, \But youtold me to worry about that later;" and he, \Nowis later." I'll never forget that moment. I knew forthe �rst time that I was through the hardest partand that I would �nish my thesis.After my thesis defense, he took me to lunch,welcomed me to the profession, and invited me tocall him Fred. He also told me that if I had mythesis ready for publication in time, he would takeme that summer to the geometric measure theorycenter in Trento, a beautiful spot in the Italian sub-alps, most famous for the Council of Trent. It wasmy �rst trip to Europe, and my most memorable.So I remember the classes, the famous spaghettidinners at his house, encounters at meetings, sem-inars, hikes, but most of all I remember Fred as Ialways thought of him, working in his o�ce, everavailable, ever eager to help.Frank Morgan was one of Almgren's earlier Ph.D.students, having obtained his degree in 1977. He is nowat Williams College (Frank.Morgan@williams.edu).

the �nal draft of my thesis, when I next saw Fredhis �rst comment was \I've never seen anythingquite like it." I guess at �rst glance it didn't lookformal enough, but in the end he was happy withit. I will always remember what he said to me acouple of months later when I had just passed myoral defense: \Goodbye as a student, and welcomeas a colleague."Fred's advice on coauthorship was that it is al-ways better to err on the side of generosity: thisdoes nobody harm, and leads to rewarding and pro-ductive collaborations. Fred was a good source ofadvice about life as well as about mathematics.John Sullivan concluded his Ph.D. in 1990. Afterworking at the Geometry Center and the University ofMinnesota, he is now at the University of Illinois atUrbana{Champaign (sullivan@math.uiuc.edu).
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With Frank Morgan (foreground) and ChristopheMargarin (middle) at the workshop on Elliptic andParabolicMethods in Geometry (Geometry Center,1994).
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Fred Almgren and the Geometry Center

Albert Marden, Geometry Center Founding Director\There are so many more intriguing and impor-tant things to do when at the Center than thereare the hours in which to do them."Thus wrote Fred Almgren about his visits to theGeometry Center. He was one of the foundingmembers of the Geometry Supercomputer Project(the Center's predecessor) and contributed enor-mously to its success. The Minimal Surface Teamthat he assembled thrived over a period of almosta decade, spending several weeks in Minneapoliseach summer, using the Center's facilities and in-teracting with its sta� to create some of the mostinnovative experimental and theoretical work inoptimal geometries | the name of the �eld thatstudies the energy-minimizing evolution of inter-faces, and seeks to model such diverse phenomenaas soap bubbles and crystal growth.* * *It all started in late 1985, when a remarkablegroup of mathematicians and computer scientistsin several areas of geometry met at the Universityof Minnesota to work on a formal proposal, to besubmitted to the National Science Foundation, forthe funding of a project centered around geometricvisualization. Our goal was to use visualizationboth as tool for experimentation, exploration, andinspiration in research, and as a vehicle for bringingmathematical ideas to students of all ages and thegeneral public.One motivation for our e�ort was the desire toget something of mathematical signi�cance out ofthe Cray 2 computer, which was about to arrive onour campus. In my own areas of reasearch, I be-came aware of some exciting computational chal-langes that seemed worthy of a Cray, and conversa-tions with other mathematicians strenghtened mybelief that, in spite of the relatively primitive stateof the art, it was possible to use computation and

visualization to obtain meaningful mathematicaladvances and insight.With the help and advice of others, I broughttogether the Geometry Computing Group, whichbesides myself included Fred Almgren, Jim Can-non, David Dobkin, Adrian Douady, David Ep-stein, John Hubbard, Benô�t Mandelbrot, DavidMumford, Bob Tarjan, Bill Thurston, and AllanWilks. These names represented a broad rangeof interrelated specialities and were strongly at-tracted by the opportunity of working together;they also had keen interest in exploring the newcomputational tools. Fred, in particular, had notbeen using computers systematically to pursue hisresearch, but he understood clearly the potentialof the idea and supported it wholeheartedly.After a long period writing grants, gatheringsupport, and waiting, our Geometry Supercom-puter Project began operating in the fall of 1987.We had been awarded an NSF grant for three years.In 1990 we successfully applied for an expansion;the Project became the Geometry Center, an NSFScience and Technology Center. The GeometryComputing Group was enlarged to eighteen peo-ple, and the Center's work spread much further:hundreds of visitors came for weeks or months toteach and learn. We had built an incubator formathematical ideas and talent. In all of this, Fredplayed a large role: not only was he closely involvedin planning, but the results of the Minimal SurfaceTeam formed a substantial part of the Center re-search output.A conuence of untoward events resulted in achange of leadership in early 1994. The active in-volvement of the founders gradually ended, and theNSF has announced that it will phase out its in-volvement by mid-1998.* * *



12 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1The Minimal Surface Team is an excellent ex-ample of how mathematics research bene�ts fromgroup interaction. Fred's initiative had a profounde�ect on the Center and served as a model of otheractivities. Fred's ability to organize a team, focusits e�orts, and persevere until the goal was attainedwas unmatched.Each year the team would meet and work in-tensively, assisted by Center sta�. The \perma-nent" participants, besides Fred and his wife andcolleague Jean Taylor, were Robert Almgren, KenBrakke, and John Sullivan; at various times theywere joined by Nelson Max, Andrew Roosen, JohnSteinke, Andrea Sufke, and others.Brakke's Surface Evolver (Experimental Mathe-matics 1, 141{165) was developed over this period,largely at the Center, and became the centerpieceof the Team's extensive software development ef-forts. It is still the only publicly available pro-gram of its kind. It has been used to model agreat variety of applications: spacecraft fuel tanks,foam rheology, liquid solders, knot energies, cap-
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Informal presentation at a 1992 Geometry CenterFaculty meeting devoted to exchange of ideas onopen research questions.

illary surfaces (including some experiments ownon the Space Shuttle), cell membranes, and sphereeversion.This software owes its existence to Fred's vision.Brakke writes: \When I �rst heard of the Geome-try Supercomputer Project, I wanted to be a partof it, and I applied with a proposal for the Evolver.Fred read the proposal and invited me to join hisMinimal Surface Team. . . . The idea for the pro-gram had been in my mind for years, but I prob-ably never would have started it on my own [forlack of computational resources]. Even if I had,it would probably not have gone beyond the toystage if it had not been used by other people. . . .Without our group being together physically, therewould have been no seed group of users to start thespread of the Evolver."* * *Education and outreach were an important as-pect of the Center, and no one was better at it thanFred. His enthusiasm and clarity of presentationquickly brought national attention the the Team'swork. I cannot forget his riveting blue eyes (somecalled it the \Almgren stare"). Fred and Jean pio-neered in the use of videos to illustrate their talks.They also faced with equanimity the frustrationsinvolved in getting their computer output prop-erly recorded with what would now be regarded asprimitive video equipment.Reporting on their 1989 invited presentation toNSF director Erich Bloch, Fred and Jean wrote:\We �rst showed the most current version of theminimal surface team video. Jean then talked forabout �ve minutes, and Fred talked for about �veminutes while also showing about a minute of crys-tal growth video (two crystals with di�erent surfaceenergies growing side by side). Erich Bloch asked:Is this sort of computer work being accepted by themathematics community? Our answer was a qual-i�ed yes. . . . Judy Sunley [Director of the Mathe-matics Division] asked for a copy of the video. Shesaid she wanted to be able to show it to visitors,including, in particular, students."


